
vocational or educational training,and referral formental health counseling,aswell as providing appropriate
referrals to community service agencies for the previously mentioned issues as well as others that may
emerge. This resembles the casework function noted in earlier parts of this chapter and in Chapter 1—
specifically, keep in mind Abadinsky’s social casework model. These parole officers will take reports from
the parolees themselves andwill also verify the validity of these reports by checkingwith employers, family,
and other sources that have contact with the parolee.

As would be expected, the parole officer,by virtue of his or her job assignment, assumes responsibility
for the proper maintenance of the offenders assigned to his or her caseload and is expected to ensure that
offenders complywith the rules and regulations of their parole requirements.When violations are detected,
these officers will be required to complete incident reports for major violations of parole conditions, but
theymay exercise some degree of discretion in the case of technical violations (violations that do not result
in a new criminal offense but are noncompliant actions). It is the parole officer that typically makes the
decision to issue a warrant for parole violations that result in the offender being sent back to prison.

Parole officers, like probation officers, will frequently make regular and special home visits to the
offender’s domicile. The parole officer will also visit the parolee’s family members, sometimes in separate
circumstances and sometimes with the parolee present during the visit.As noted with probation officers,
this can be an unpleasant experience even if the family is welcoming and compliant. In many cases, the
neighborhood will be able to identify the parole officer (particularly if he or she is driving a state-owned
vehiclewith statemarkings) and,in criminogenic neighborhoods,local communitymembersmay consider
the parole officer’s presence to be a bother or intrusion. In addition to field visits, parole officers may visit
prison facilities for the purpose of establishing personal contact with prospective parolees that will soon be
released.Such decisions will often be made by what is referred to as an institutional parole officer (called a
facility parole officer in the state of NewYork),who is taskedwith assessing inmateswithin theprison system
and making determinations of suitability to present to the state parole board. In other cases, prison
classification personnel maymake this determination and will fill the role that institutional parole officers
would perform.
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The basic tenets of critical criminology are that inequality in
power and material wealth help to create conditions that lead
to crime. Critical criminologists contend that capitalism and
the effects of the market economy are particularly prone to
generating criminal behavior. This is largely due to the
extreme inequality that impoverishes a large amount of the
population. This also makes the less affluent groups open to
exploitation and economic abuse at the hands of those who
are more powerful. Thus, criminal behavior, according to
conflict criminologists, has its etiology in the disparities
between the rich and the poor, with the rich using their power
and influence to dominate, subordinate, and exploit the poor.

Though it is not the role of the community supervision
officer to right the wrongs of society, it would be useful for
such practitioners to be aware of the economic structures that
impact society and that may also impact how an offender sees

his or her plight. Most high-crime areas of the United States
are also areas that are impoverished, consisting of
populations that live in poverty and have great difficulty
competing in the legitimate economy. Many of these high-
crime regions, including those that offenders may return to
once they are released on community supervision, offer few
legitimate employment opportunities. Due to the lack of
monetary resources in the community, other social services
and opportunities will be likewise limited. The populations
in these areas may also have had poorer access to education,
medical care, and other services that impact the quality of
life for community members.

In such communities, there may be a culture of poverty,
with little legitimate hope of breaking out of the economically
debilitating circumstances. This culture is far removed from
that of middle-class America, though middle-class American




